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Abstract- This research aims to develop an algori thm for
pal let movement in the x and y direct ion for unit  load
AS/RS for parking lots. The algori thm developed wil l  be
used for executing x and y motion to store and retr ieve
specif ic pal lets from a puzzle l ike storage system' The
storage system consists of components such as Limit
Switches, PIC, Gearso Geared DC motor, solenoid, shaft,
rack and pinion. Limit switches are used for pal let
identihcation during in the simulat ion, and the rack and
pinion mechanism is used to provide a substi tute to the
storage and retr ieval machine used in AS/RS' The control ler
is made up of two PICl6f877A connected to communicate
through serial peripheral interface (SPI) and a graphical
user interface (GUI). The modif ied A* algori thm is used for
identi fying and moving pal lets in and out of the warehouse'
This design can be used for other products that can be
stored in a warehouse.
that makes use of a special mechanism consisting of rack-
pinion and gear sets as an aiternative to the storage and
ietrieval machine used in AS/RS' The algorithm is
developed by considering the initial state of the AS/RS
and a set ofgoal state in a state space. The A* search is a
strategy for finding a shortest path from the initial state to
a neaiest goal, such a path is called an optimal path, it
finds an optimal path using a generalization of Dijksra's
algorithm [4]. Unit loads are stored and retrieved by a
plitform and there are 8 platforms in the warehouse' The
vacant space is for moving a pallgt in and out of the
AS/RS. There are different classes of ASiRS but this
work wil l focus on unit load, single command,
randomized storage assignment policy, closest open
location for storage, and modified A* algorithm for
retrieval. The rest of the paper id arranged as follows:
section Il discusses related work of AS/RS as regards to
unit load, single command, randomized storage, section
III proposes A* algorithm for 3x3 puzzle like AS/RS
conhguration, section lV discusses the simulation results
of 3xJ row and column of a puzzle l ike AS/RS using PIC
simulator IDE version 6-65 and the GUI using
labwindows / CVI version 9.0, and finally the paper is
concluded in sect ion V.
II. RELATEDWORKS
Automatic storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS) have
been applied to various fields over the past years' The
advancement in technology such as the inclusion of
integrated circuits, sensors, motors, control systems,
software and hardware has brought about improvement in
the operation and functionality of today's AS/RS I5l'
Typically, AS/RS has been applied to different functions
rr.t.t ut in storing and retrieving unit loads; an example of
this is a parking structure, storing heavy duty products,
and many more. The major function of an AS/RS is in
storing and retrieving. The prQcedure in storing is quite
an easy task especially ifthe load can be placed anywhere
in the AS/RS but the process of retrieving back the load
is a labour intensive task 16] and improving the
performance of retrieving can lead to large amount of
savings in warehousing cost. Also the efficiency of
retrieving is largely dependent on storage racks (pallets),
watehouse layout and the control mechanism'
Keyworcls-(Eg.) Ao, AS/RS; mechanism; pallet; parking
lot; puzzle; unit load.
I .  INTRODUCTION
Automatic storage and retrieval systems (ASiRS) are
computer controlled storage systems that can
automatically store and retrieve loads with high
throughput [l]. Development of technology in AS/RS can
be divided into four stages namely-manual, mechanical,
automatic (automation) and intelligent [2]' The effective
management of unit loads in AS/RS is a challenge,
especially finding the locations of the unit loads. Ref. [2]
worked on location identification by using a cost metricx
to determine the location of unit load. Ref [3] worked on
parlicle swarm optimization to locate unit load' This
paper seeks to find an algorithm that Qan be used for
storage and retrieval of unit load for a 3x3 layout AS/RS
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There are quite a number of studies available related to
the location of unit load in an AS/RS. Ref. [1] devised an
AS/RS in order to be able to implement modified
selection sort algorithm. In their design each column has
its independent verlical platform and each row has its
own independent horizontal platform. However, their
AS/RS algorithm and design was for load shuffling. They
Derformed simulation based on flexsim to build an
AS/RS. Ref [7] used particle swarm optimization to
determine the optimal layout, they used their proposed
AS/RS model to determine the length, width and height
of the AS/RS and they used their PSO algorithn to
control retrievals in the AS/RS.
References [6], [8], [9] and [10] used random open
location and genetic algorithm to store and retrieve unit
ioads. Their performance was measured based on the total
travel time and average retrieval waiting time of storage
and retrieval machine. They worked primarily to reduce
the time it takes for the storage and retrieval machine to
store ancl pick unit load. Ref [11] used closest open
location and immune particle swarm optimization to
measure the total travel time taken for each storage and
retrieval operation to be cornpleted.
References [12] and [13] performed sinrulation using
random open location, longest waiting retrieval and first
in first out approach to measure average retrievai waiting
time. hef [14], also worked on closest open location and
modified selection soft algorithm to measure response
time of retrieval. Ref [15] performed simulation to track
pallets using java 1.5.
Based on literature review, existing work on unit load
automatic storage and retrieval system employ storage
and retrieval machines to store and retrieve loads. Extra
spaces are required to handle this kind of situation which
increases initial cost as well as running cost of the
system. Also, in the case of pallet which changes
locations dynamically, it is difficult to keep track of the
pallets. Therefore, this research work focuses on
developing an algorithm for automatic storage and
retrieval system that can handle pallets changing address
dynamical ly .
III, METHODOLOGY
The following assumptions are made for the AS/RS
system:
- There are 9 spaces in the warehouse arranged in a 3x3
matrix out of which 8 are pallets and one is empty.
- The floor and pallets are flat and of uniform height.
- There is no other object in the warehouse, only unit load
is stored.
- For storage and retrieval request, the first on the queue
takes precedence.
- Pallets arrive at the input station.
- Random storage location assignment policy
- Single command
- Closest open location storage request selection rule
- Modified A* algorithm for retrieval location selection
rule.
The system for testing consists of a space of dimension
30 x 15 inches and divided into 9 equal spaces which
represent the parking lots. Out of the 9 spaces 8 pallets
are able to move along x-y direction with 4 limit
switches. The empty space (parking lot) is needed for
movement (shuffling) for storage and retrieval.
Assumptions and notations for the A* Algorithm
r: the initial state of the AS/RS
h: a heuristic function or estimated movement cost from a
given space to a final destination.
V, E,:the dimension of the AS/RS
c: a positive cost function on E
g: the movement cost function from starting point to a
given space on the grid following the path generated to
get there.
D: the AS/RS
Goalset: a set of goal vertices in D
T: shortest Path
The modified Ax algorithm
Assuming a path from r to a goal exists
Procedure A* - search pallet (D, c, r, Goalset, h, T)
lnput : D: (V, E) - the AS/RS
c, r, h, Goalset.
Output : a shortest path T rooted at r containing an
Optimal Path to a goal veftex.
Q( a priority queue of veftices with V having
priority value f(v) : g(v) + h(v), where g(v) is the cost of
shortest path p(v) from r to V currently generated. Q also
contain a parent pointer from V to w e T, where edge
(w,v) belongs to p(v))
While Q is selected do
Dequeue veftex v in Q
value (v)
with minimum priority
Add vertex v to T using parent pointer
l f  VeGoa lse t then
retu rn
endi f
for all verlices w ep T and adjacent to v do
i f w e l Q t h e n
enqueue w with parent v and priority value f(w) 
:
g(w) + h(w)
where g(w): g(v) + c(v,w)
eise
if f(w) >: g(v) + h(w) then
reset parent pointer of w to v and update priority








end Ax-  searchpal le t
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Figure 2 Flowchaft for moving out a pallet from AS/RS.
The control system consists of two PIC16F877A
microcontroller, one master and the other slave connected
together for communication through SPI. One motor, and
15 solenoids are connected to the master microcontroller
circuit while the slave is connected to the serial port to
communicate with the graphical user interface in the
personal computer to control the system. The GUI is
developed using lab windows/CVl version 9.0.0. The
layout of the AS,&.S considered is as shown in the block
diagram in figure 4. Each pallet has 4 limit switches for
dynamic identification and for determining if the pallet is
occupied or unoccupied using a binary code identity' In
order to minimize the pin on the microcontrollet, a 4
input OR gate has been used to connect the 4 limit
switches on each pallets together. Each pallet has four
caster wheels and rack-pinion mechanisrns for movement
along two mutually perpendicular directions (say x and y
directions). When a signal is generated to move a
particular pallet, ifa storage or retrieval operation is to be
performed, there are essentially four main operations to
be performed which are:
Figure 3Flowchart for returning a pallet into the AS/RS
-opera{ion I
This section deals with creating, adding and accessing
link list structure. These functions are used by A*
algorithm during its operation. The link lists are
essentially circular link lists with a dummy node in order
to ease the operation ofinseftion and deletion.
-operation 2
This section contains functions which implement the 8
puzzle moves e.g. finding the cost associated with the
specified node, making legal moves, comparing two
nodes for equality.
- ooeration 3
This section basically implements the A* algorithm.
- operation 4
This section involves interaction with the hardware.
i i ! iP : t f :
Figure 1 spi communication(source:PICl 6F777 dataslieet)
lnitialize the Current Node to
Represent the lnitial Status of
the Board
Set the Goal node by setting this
value in the top left position of
the board
Call the search function to
execute A* algorithm
Print the results and move the
pallets accordingly and UPdate
the Current Node
Call Empty List to remove all the
dynamic memory allocated bY the
Ax algorithm. (Thq Results are
also in this l ist so it won't be
removed before printing out the
results)
Set the Goal node with the initial
position of Board
Call the search function to
execute A* algorithm
Print the results and move the
pallets accordingly and UPdate
the Current Node
Call Empty List to remove all the
dynamic memory allocated bY the
A* algorithm. ( The Results are
also in this l ists so it won't be
removed before printing out the
results)
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The GUI in figures 5, 6 and 7 Shows the interface where
the user can access the AS/RS to determine which pallet
is occupied and which is free.
For the mechanism development, the components used
are bevel gear, spur gear, rack and pinion, DC geared
motor, solenoid and shaft. The A* algorithm for the
sequence of lxoves is written in C language using custom
computer service C compiler (ccsc) to store and retrieve
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The default page of GUI in figure 5 shows the status of
pallets either loaded or unloaded. If a user wants to access
any pallet, Load/Unload pallet must be clicked and only
those paliets that are available to users can be loaded and
unloaded by them. Once the unloaded pallet is selected
by the user, a'Key' is provided which can be entered on
the second box for loaded pallets to retrieve as shown in
figure6.
As the user selects the pallet number to retrieve either
loaded or unloaded, the pallet number is serially
transmitted to SPI-Slave circuit. Slave places this code on
data line and tells the master that code is available by
setting the slave pin to high. Now as the master is notified
to collect data, the SPI communication begins and master
collects data. After collecting data Tiraster acknowledges
the slave that data is collected by means of second
handshaking signal 'ack'. As soon as master received
pallet number, it causes the A* puzzle solving process to
take place.
If a user wants to retrieve load on pallet 2, entering the
desired pallet number, the pallet moves to the space 1 and
space 2 becomes empty as shown in figure 8. It can be
seen in microcontroller view in figure 10 that pallet 2
moves to the empty position and the empty space is now
in pallet 2 space thus completing the cycle for retrieving
pallet 2. To return pallet 2 back to its position another
load has been placed on it, load switch changes status to
ON to telt the microcontroller that another load has been
placed. The sequence takes a reverse order back to their
location on the storage space.
Another sequence this can take is not to sott the pallet
retrieved back to its original position. In this case the new
pallet to be retrieved by another user takes the present
position of the AS/RS as the initial position and the
storing and retrieving operation is done form this
positions.
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Figure 9, retrieving a pallet on simulator IDE
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This research solves the problem of identifying and
retrieving of pallets that changes address in course of
time. This puzzle like automated storage and retrieval
system is implemented to save space which does not
require drive ways for storage and retrieval machine.
